Results

Genome-wide Analysis of RhoGAP Function via Transgenic RNAi
We defined 20 RhoGAPs in the Drosophila genome (see Experimental Procedures) by the presence of a putative catalytic GAP domain with three characteristic motifs (Boguski and McCormick, 1993) . Sequence analysis of the 20 RhoGAP domains showed a low degree of similarity amongst pairs, except for RhoGAP-84C8 and RhoGAP-50C14, which share 48% amino acid identity ( Figure 1A ). To systematically study the function of all RhoGAPs in neuronal morphogenesis, we used the transgenic RNAi approach ( Figure 1B) (Tavernarakis et al., 2000) , making use of the GAL4-UAS binary expression system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993). To test if MB neurons are sensitive to transgenic RNAi perturbation, we generated UASRhoA inverted repeat transgenic flies capable of expressing double-stranded RNA (hereafter refer to as UAS-dsRNA, see Figure 1B ). We then introduced into these flies GAL4-OK107, which is highly expressed in all MB neurons and their neuroblasts . We analyzed Ͼ3 independent insertions of UAS-(B) Schematic of using the GAL4-UAS system to express dsRNA RhoGAP dsRNA for 17 of the 20 predicted Drosophila derived from inverted repeat sequences in a cell type-specific manner.
Previous work indicated that
RhoGAPs (Table 1) 
RhoGAPs subjected to RNAi analysis, six resulted in
In these and all subsequent images, MBs are oriented such that lethality when expressed ubiquitously using tubulindorsal is up and the midline is toward the right. Vertical and horizonal arrows point to the medial and dorsal lobes, respectively. The unit GAL4 ( Table 1 ), suggesting that they correspond to for the scale bar is m.
genes essential for viability. Three exhibited visible phenotypes or lethality when dsRNA was expressed in the imaginal discs using GAL4-T80 (Table 1) . Only two genes gave significant and distinct defects in adult MBs as a data). The second gene, RhoGAP-16B12, is the focus result of strong dsRNA expression in MB neurons with of the remainder of this study.
GAL4-OK107. DRacGAP (RhoGAP-50C14) (Sotillos and
Sequence analysis revealed that RhoGAP-16B12 is Campuzano, 2000) dsRNA expression resulted in reducthe Drosophila homolog of mammalian p190 RhoGAP tion of neuronal number, abnormally large cells, and overextension of the axons (Table 1 and our unpublished  (see Introduction) . In addition to C-terminal GAP do- 
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X; 5A8 quently generated independent UAS-p190 dsRNA transsophila. However, two tyrosine residues in the GTP bindgenic flies targeting an mRNA sequence unique to p190, ing domain of R-p190A are conserved in the Drososphila and found similar phenotypes (Figures 2E-2G) . Fourth, protein ( Figure 2B ). Phosphorylation of these residues the p190 RNAi-induced phenotypes from two indepenin R-p190A by c-Src abolishes its capability to bind GTP dent lines tested were both enhanced by heterozygosity (Roof et al., 2000) , which in turn is necessary for the of a deletion that uncovers the 16B12 region where p190 GAP activity (Tatsis et al., 1998).
is located (Df(1)BK10) ( Figure 2I ). This experiment also suggests that the dorsal lobe phenotypes we observed p190 RhoGAP Inhibition Disrupts the Axon are due to reduction, rather than elimination, of p190 Branches of MB Neurons function. Lastly, the p190 phenotype is suppressed by The adult mushroom body is composed of ␥, ␣Ј/␤Ј, and simultaneous overexpression of p190 cDNA (Myc-␣/␤ neurons, totaling about 2500 per brain hemisphere. To test if axon retraction persists in adult life, we in adult lethality. When reared at 18ЊC, a few escapers were recovered which exhibited complex MB axon dequantified the p190 phenotype of an intermediate line from 0 to 6 weeks after adult eclosion and found that fects ( Figure 4B ). It was difficult to determine if the escapers share qualitatively similar phenotypes to those reduction in the dorsal lobe is progressive ( Figure 3J ). This result indicates that p190 is also required for axon caused by p190 RNAi. However, in pupae, we often observed a selective dorsal lobe reduction similar to the stability throughout adult life.
p190 RNAi phenotype (data not shown). RhoA transduces signals to both the nucleus and the The Primary Target for p190 RhoGAP Is a RhoAcytoskeleton ( Figure 4C ). To address which downstream Mediated Cytoskeletal Pathway signaling pathway mediates axon retraction, we used Microinjection of the GAP domain of p190 into fibroactivated RhoA mutants (RhoA V14) with additional "efblasts resulted in actin stress fiber disassembly, sugfector domain" mutations. The F39V mutation blocks gesting that it primarily acts on RhoA (Ridley et al., 1993).
RhoA's function in inducing stress fiber formation withConsistent with this observation, we found that overexout affecting nuclear signaling, whereas the E40L mutapression of RhoA in MB neurons significantly enhanced tion allows both nuclear and cytoskeletal pathways the p190 phenotype ( Figure 4A Overexpression of p190 RhoGAP Results in Axon Overextension no effect (Figures 5B and 5C ), indicating that Drok signaling is dependent on its kinase activity. DevelopThe results presented so far implicate an axon branch retraction pathway in MB neurons involving RhoA, Drok, mental studies (data not shown) indicated that the Drok-CAT phenotypes also resulted from axon retraction, as and MRLC; this pathway is repressed by p190 to maintain axon branch stability. What are the consequences does the p190 RNAi phenotype (Figures 3E to 3I ).
Biochemical and genetic evidence indicates that a of preventing its activation? Insight first came from analyzing MB neurons overexpressing rat p190A, which alkey output for Drok signaling in vivo is the regulation of phosphorylation of myosin regulatory light chain (MRLC) most completely rescued the Drosophila p190 RNAi phenotype ( Figures 2J and 6A) . Moreover, MB neurons encoded by spaghetti squash (sqh) (Winter et al., 2001) . To test if endogenous MRLC is part of the axon retracoverexpressing R-p190A alone (data not shown) or in the p190 RNAi background exhibit other phenotypes tion pathway regulated by p190, we performed genetic interaction experiments by reducing the dose of endogincluding overextension of dorsal axon branches (Figures 6A and 6E) , the opposite of the p190 RNAi phenoenous sqh in the context of the p190 dsRNA expression. Our genome-wide analysis provides insight. Of the 17 shown). Thus, we conclude that Drok is required to limit Drosophila RhoGAPs analyzed by RNAi, six caused ledorsal axon extension. thality when their expression was ubiquitously disrupted, a subset of which gave distinct morphological defects in particular tissues (Table 1) 
Drosophila.
UAS-myc-Dp190 and UAS-myc-Dp190R1389L
Oligo-directed mutagenesis was used to add back the single base deletion in the original Dp190 cDNA and to generate the R1389L
Structural Plasticity for Learning and Memory?
point mutation. The DNA fragments were sequence verified and Our findings suggest a link between a molecular pathsubcloned into pUAST for production of transgenic flies.
way that regulates axon branch stability to Src and integrin, both implicated in neural plasticity and memory for- 
